Microsoft 365 Business Voice
Calling made easy in Microsoft Teams

Key customer concerns

Buyers
Owner
IT Director
Sales Leader
Marketing Leader

•
•
•
•
•
•

Obsolete hardware and support.
Limited capacity & scalability.
Inadequate features & functionality.
High costs & management.
Employee flexibility to work from anywhere.
Too many applications and systems to communicate from.

Solution value

Customer value scenarios

Business Voice is a cloud-based phone system in Microsoft Teams.
Together, they deliver the most productive all-in-one communication
solution that brings together calling, chat, and meetings into a single app.

•

High-quality, reliable calling. Keep your business
running smoothly with built-in redundancy and active
load balancing for a 99.9% uptime guaranteed by
Microsoft 365.

•

Security, privacy, and compliance. Protect your
business communications, no matter where they take
place with built-in security, privacy, and compliance
from Microsoft 365.

•

Scalable. Scale your phone system by getting new
numbers and adding users as your business grows with
Microsoft’s global cloud.

•

Intelligent call routing & management. Work together
to handle calls and voicemails, so no requests fall
through the cracks with multi-level auto attendants and
call queues.

•

AI-powered translation & transcription. Easily listen to
or read your transcribed voicemails from any computer,
smart phone, desk phone, or your inbox.

•

A single application for calling, meeting, and
messaging. Integrating calling and conferencing with
meetings and messaging simplifies and streamlines
communication for your business.

•

Transform your phone into a collaboration tool. Work
together with colleagues and customers in files, group
chat, meetings, and calling. Make your phone an
extension of your work not a separate experience. Your
fellow employees can see your presence, so they do
not disturb you when you are on a call or in a meeting.

•

One platform for all your business contacts. Your
most important customers and colleagues are always at
your fingertips wherever you are in Microsoft 365. A
single contact can be edited and will show up in email,
calendar, chat, meetings, and calling because of the
Microsoft 365 contact platform.

All-in-one communication
•
•
•

Bring together calling, chat and meetings in an all-in-one app.
Quickly start a call from Teams, Outlook or your mobile device.
Collaborate in the Office apps within calls and meetings.

Call from anywhere, on any device
•
•
•

One phone number across your computer, mobile & desk phone.
Turn a call into a group meeting without hanging up or re-dialing.
Add flexibility to meetings with a dial-in conferencing number.

Secure, reliable, & rich calling
•
•
•

Cloud calling features like consultative transfer, music-on-hold,
cloud voicemail, & more.
Use built-in auto attendants & call queues or connect your contact
center software.
Improve uptime with built-in redundancy & load balancing.

Streamline management
•
•
•

Easily add phone numbers with the familiar Teams Admin Center.
Monitor & resolve performance issues with call analytics & quality
dashboard.
Get dial tone your way with a calling plan from Microsoft or a thirdparty provider.

Customer benefits
•

Save time and money. Reduce complexity, training, and multiple logins
by consolidating your apps to a single provider for your communications.

•

Connect faster and easier. Start a call, and schedule and join meetings
more easily, right from Outlook.

•

Simplify IT. Manage from the same admin console as the rest of your
Microsoft 365 services.

•

Easy setup. Get started in minutes without any hardware to install or
manage.

Offer Prioritisation

Building
your offer

•
•

Microsoft 365 Business Voice
Microsoft 365 Business Voice
without calling plan

Description
Microsoft 365 Business Voice is a cloud-based phone system in Microsoft
Teams. Together, they deliver the most productive all-in-one communication
solution that brings together calling, chat, and meetings into a single app.

More than calling. Transform your customer’s phone system into an all-in-one communication solution.
Primary characteristics

Target

Other identifying characteristics

•
•

IT Director
Medium size businesses (25-300 employees)

•
•

Have multiple physical locations
Higher use and growth of headset use

•

•

More likely to use outside help

•

Uses Microsoft 365 as their primary
productivity suite
Use an audio/video conferencing solution

More likely to have 2+ shared phones
Higher level of international calling

•

Uses Microsoft Teams

•
•

LEARN

MARKET

• Microsoft 365 Business
Voice Partner Guidance
• Teamwork Partner Skills
and Enablement
Dashboard
• Partner FAQ
• Training event in a box
• Microsoft Teams Partner
Guide for Calling and
Meetings
• Service Provider Guide
• Microsoft 365 Business
Voice product page

Best practices

• Flyers
• Email template
• Day-in-the-life
infographics
• Landing page
• Social Media templates
• SMB Teamwork
Workshop

SELL

DEPLOY

• Customer pitch deck
• Microsoft 365 Business
Voice Demo
• Statement of work
template
• Microsoft 365 Business
Voice Trial

• Microsoft 365 Business
Voice Hub for
Technical
Documentation
• Adoption resources
• Adoption and change
management partner
guidance
• Microsoft Teams
adoption marketing
materials

Discovery questions:

• Do you allow people to work
remotely and do they have
tools to stay connected while
on the go?
• How do people work and
communicate internally and
externally?
• What does reliable, secure, and
intelligent phone system mean
to you?
• How many different tools do
you use to collaborate and
make calls?
• How much time does your IT
staff spend supporting
teamwork tools and phone
system?
• Can your employees' access or
participate in meetings and do
business calls from any device?

Download all the materials in the Microsoft 365 Business Voice Practice Development Guide

• Sell the value of Microsoft Teams as a hub for Teamwork, and how it is natively integrated with Microsoft
365 applications and includes full security and compliance capabilities. This offers customers an
integrated, inexpensive, low-risk, secure and high-value collaboration experience.
• Extend customer conversations to include the added benefits of your related services portfolio, including
how you and your customer can work together and collaborate to change behavior.
• Engage the right team, including the business owner who can identify key scenarios for change.
• Conduct and add value with a Business Voice Trial to experience phone system capabilities and to build
awareness within the company supported by internal champions.
• Perform cost justification –the cost for Microsoft 365 Business with Phone System is often less than the
standalone cost of third-party products they’d replace.
• Discuss managed services and adoption services based on customer needs. Emphasize regular reporting
that will help justify business value and ROI.
• Elevate Teams as online meetings and meeting room solution to show the value of an integrated, all in
one communication platform to support meetings from 1:1 engagements to large boardroom needs.

How to compete
Competitor

Focus on competitive messages…

All

Microsoft 365’s universal toolkit for collaboration gives people flexibility and ownership in how they work
together. We deliver:
•

•

Apps and services that make collaborating on documents,
sharing files and working seamlessly wherever a person
wants, across their devices easier.
Microsoft Teams, a centralised hub for teamwork and
communication that gives individuals the ability to interact
and work together in a personalised and engaging way.

Visit Modern Work & Security Portfolio

•

Microsoft Teams brings together everything a team needs
• Chats, calling, meetings.
• Tools and file storage.
• Suite-wide intelligence with the Microsoft Graph.
• Centralised security management and compliance.
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